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Landmark Articles Highlight Scientific American's 170 years
Since 1845, Scientific American has chronicled ideas and inventions that have changed the world. On the following pages, we present highlights from our archives on evolution, the cosmos, the brain and other topics, including a few written for us by our 155 Nobel Prize–winning authors
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On supporting science journalism
If you're enjoying this article, consider supporting our award-winning journalism by subscribing. By purchasing a subscription you are helping to ensure the future of impactful stories about the discoveries and ideas shaping our world today.
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For more about our 170-year history, go to ScientificAmerican.com/report/celebrating-170-years-of-scientific-american1
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Expand Your World with Science

Learn and share the most exciting discoveries, innovations and ideas shaping our world today.
SubscribeSign up for our newslettersSee the latest storiesRead the latest issueFollow Us:
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Scientific American is part of Springer Nature, which owns or has commercial relations with thousands of scientific publications (many of them can be found at www.springernature.com/us). Scientific American maintains a strict policy of editorial independence in reporting developments in science to our readers.
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